Silver Lake History Collective Committee Minutes 01.09.20
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 at the Red Lion Tavern on Thursday, January
9, 2020.
Present were Cheryl Revkin, Michael Masterson (co-chairs), Tricia McGrath, Mark
Simon, Mo Richey, Janis Purins
The minutes from the previous meeting were approved.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT
Janis brought announcement cards regarding the Master Plan Community Workshop
planned for January 23, 2020 6-8pm at Friendship Hall. There was some discussion
about the proposals.
ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS
Janis has a Bluetooth lavaliere mic and a tripod and lights we can use.
Janis can help Michael edit the video footage from the Silver Lake Library 10th
Anniversary architecture tour. Mark Simon would like to attend the session. Maybe let
us all know.
NEW AGENDA ITEMS
Mo might try to get the slides from Maryann Kuk so we can digitize them.
Video equipment: it looks like me may not need to access the equipment very much. If
we do we have to call SETH COPENHAVER (Secretary SLNC –
seth.copenhaver@silverlakenc.org) or LENA NAJARIAN (Treasurer SLNC –
lena.najarian@silverlakenc.org) and ask them to go to the Rec Center, get the
equipment and then give to us.
Interviews:
A few things came up to try to make our subjects and the contents of our interviews
more findable:
Janis suggested that if the interviewee already has a Wikipedia page - to add a link to
their video interview. For example the Silver Lake, Los Angeles Neighborhood entry in
Wikipedia has a section on "Notable Residents," with URLs to each one’s respective
Wikipedia page. That section can be edited to add more names, if desired. Also, there is
a "See Also" section which can be edited to add information about the History
Collective’s archive and a link to it.

Michael wants to increase the keywords on the YouTube channel videos. Mo wants to
create hashtags. We all want to help if we can set up a good time to meet. It may not
take long. Some of us can help more because we conducted the interviews. Mo is good
at hashtags!
Michael and Mark, maybe others will attend the Eagle Bar interview with the owners
and, at Janis’ suggestion, maybe a gathering of some longtime patrons. They will let
Cheryl know so she can send an introductory letter. Need names, address, etc. plus
signed releases by participants.
Michael will ask Laurie Pepper about doing an interview.
THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY event is now scheduled for February 29th on the Silver
Lake Avenue steps. Janis will to get the information and video the event. Olivia
Barrionueva is conducting it along with the SLNC. FoSLL is helping to fund it.
We would like to recruit new members. Maybe from followers of our Facebook and
Instagram account
Mo will try to connect us with USC so they can update our archive with them. Hopefully
we can do it without having to bring a hard drive to them.
Adjourned 7:45
Next meeting - Feb 6, 2020 at Red Lion Tavern at 6:30 PM

